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ABSTRACT

A High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell Mooting was
held at NASA-Lewis on Novfmber 14 and 15, 1974 to re-
view progress, assess rep ining problems, and outline
directions for future war on raising solar cell effi-

^`	 ciency, This paper press. 7e the major recommendations
and conclusions reached in the meeting.

INTRODUCTION

The HARA-Lewis Research Center has been conduct-
ing since 1971 a research and development program to
raise the efficiency of silicon solar cells for space.
This tiro-prouged program seeks early, significant in-
creases in efficiency utilizing near -term technological
advancements and efficiency increases to its practical
limit (eutimated in 1971 to be 19% AMO) through long
range research. As a result of the Lewis program and
others in government, private industry and universities
significant advances have been made since 1971. Tech-
nological advances include the COM6A '1' violet and non-
reflective cells and the Helios cell, and the research
programs have yielded better understanding of the physi-
cal procoanes taking place within the calls. Therefore
it was timely that a meeting be held to review progress,
assess remaining problems, and outline directions for
future work. A High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell Neet-
Ing woe held at the Lewis Research Center on November 14
and 15, 1974. Short formal presentations on recent
progress provided a common basis of information for
the subsequent discussion. Most of the information
contained in theme presentations will be covered in
papers given at thin Photovoltafca Specialietm Confer.
ence. This paper will disease the consensus of the
participants in the High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell
Meeting on major directions to be taken to raise cell
efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

About 35 representatives of government, .- a'itry,
and university groups active in silicon mate . ,03 re-
search, photovoltaic research, and device devr:ipment
participated. The organizations represented are list-
ed in figure 1.

Present State of the Art
1

The recent efficiency improvements were described
and are summarized in figure 2. The Helios cell was in
production at Spectrolab and could be supplied with a
minimum efficiency of 32 to 13% (AMA). The Violet
cell wan reported to be nearing production at Contra-
lab now OCLI) and had an efficiency between 13.5 and
14% AND). The C0M3AT Non-Reflective ( CNR) cell was
still made only in the laboratory at COMSAT. Although
it had not been thoroughly optimized, an efficiency of
15% (AM) wan measured, Although these cells are dif-
ferent, they reflect several similar technological
thrusts. 

All
	 cells have p* backs, TU20 entire-

flection coatings, shallower Junctions, and5thinner
grid fingers. Conspicuous differences are the 20 ohm-
rm resistivity in the Helios cell and the etched, low
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reflection (textured) nurses of the CUR cell. Discus-
sionu of theme recent technology developments made
clear the importance of production factors, such as
integration of processes, yield, and cost, on the de-
velopment of a marketable solar cell. Considerable
process development, which may involve performance
compromise, is involved in integrating new technolo-
gies into the commercial production of a solar cell.

Improvements in the Near Future

Further !pine in efficiency are expected in the
near futw-.-, (2 to 3 years), These are expected to be
extensions of recent improvements and process develop-
ment:

P+ Rack (Back Surface Field)

Better antireflection coatings

Textured (non-reflective) surface

Better ,)unctions

Thin structures

Narrow grid fingers

Adhesives or cover bonding methods that,
admit more blue light

The improved production cells in this period are ex-
pected to have a base resistivity in the range of 40-
100 ohm-cm and to have a back surface field.

Directions for the Longer Term

Discussions of the longer range efficiency gains
center-d about research activities rather than process
and technology development. Although the technological
improvements were reducing the gap between achieved
performance and the theoretical limit, it was agreed
that further research was appropriate and necessary.

Several general areas of nead, for an effective ef-
ficiency improvement program ,were identified. These
consisted of

- Better modeling of the solar cell,
including detailed description of the
structure and of the physical processes.

- Better techniques for making and inter-
preting lifetime and diffun ion length
measurements. Bulk and surface effects
on theme parameters should be separated.

- Better knowledge of the solar spectrum
in apace. Space testa on the Violet cell
suggest that the blue end of the spectrum
has been underestimated.

- Space testa for new solar cells on a timely
basis.

There was an extended discussion on what was a rea-
sonable efficiency goal. The maximum theoretical ef-
ficiency of 22% was not disputed, but it was agreed
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that the goalshould be the Maximus practical efri-
cieney, which would allow for such Souses so reflec-
tion, shadowing, and aeries resistance. Some disagree-
ment on these losses and ,unction losses, and further
uncertainty due to the newly recognized band gap nar-
rowing due to heavy doping, led to adoption of a range
for the maximum efficiency. It use agreed that the
maximum practical efficiency for silicon solar cello
lay between 17 and 20% (ARP).

Although certain combinations of the technologi-
cal thrusts listed earlier might yield a new device
whose efficiency could approach this goal, it was
agreed the main research path should continue to be
on low reaiacivity silicon. The principal range of
interest should be near 0.1 ohm-cui. Research on 0.1
ohm-cm silicon should inveatigate

- Lifetime so a function of dopant concentra-
tion, defects, processing procedures, and
geometry.

- Band gap narrowing due to heavy doping.

- Dopanta other than boron and various
dopant profiles.

- Radiation damage and the effects of
oxygen and carbon on radiation damage.

There was some concern that the reduction in
lifetime, increase in recombination current, and in-
crease in radiation damage as the doping level is in-
creased may be can to the dopant itself rather than
other impurities or defects due to processing. There
might then be little potential for improvement of
these parametero,

Since the meeting %an concerned primarily with
cello for space use, dissensions were held on direc-
tions for radiation darage work to raise the end-of-
life efficiency. The following devices and structures
were identified as those that may be more tolerant to
radiation damage and therefore deserve attention:

- Vertical multifunction cell.

- Thin cells and cello with very thin epi-
taxial layers.

- Cell with high resistivity base and a p+
back surface field.

btA.fOR NNCLUSIONS OF THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

The maior conclusions reached in the round table
discussion at the Nigh Efficiency Silicon Solar Call
Meeting were as follows;

- The maximum practical efficiency of sili-
con solar cells is between 17 and 20% (AID)
and is still a reeeorable goal.

- The long range RO approach toward this
goal should continue to focus on law re-
aistivity (0.1 ohm-aa) silicon.

- Neur term R&D should continue to focus
on higher resistivity silicon, back our-
face fields, thinner grid fingers,and
surface texturing to produce efficiency
improvements.

- More research should be undertaken in
radiation damage to raise end-of-lire
efficiency.

- Development of a production cell involves
tradcofl'a among fabrirv.oility, coat, and
performance.

- GaAs cell, if the price of gallium can
be reduced.

Although no specific deficiencies in radiation
m	 damage theory were identified, it we agreed that a

larger store of basic information should be acquired.
Research in the following areas should be conducted:

h	
- Determination of the generation rate of

primary defects by electrons and protons.

- Determination of the cross sections for
the capture of primary defects by dopants
and impurities.

- Search for getters for primary defects.

- Investigation of photon-induced degrada-
tion in silicon, especially float zone
material.
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OBJECTIVE

- REVIEW PROGRESS IN RAISING EFFICIENCY
- ASSESS THE REMAINING PROBLEMS
- OUTLINE DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

CENTRALAB	 HELIOTEK	 MONSANTO	 SIMULATION PHYSICS
COMSAT	 HUGHES	 MOTOROLA	 SOLAREX
DOW CORNING	 IBM	 NORTHROP	 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

c	 UNIVERSITY	 GOVERNMENT

FLORIDA	 PENNSYLVANIA	 NASA-GSFC	 JPL
ILLINOIS	 WAYNE STATE	 NASA-HQ.	 NSF
N. CAROLINA ST. 	 BROWN	 NASA-LaRC	 NRL

NASA-LeRC	 USAF-WPAFB
CS-73883

Figure 1. High Efficiency Silicon Solar Cell Meeting Objective
and Participating Organizations
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DESCRIPTION	 EFFICIENCY	 STATUS

HELIOS CELL	 121b TO 13% (AMO) 	 IN PRODUCTION

e"J Q-CM
P + BACK
SHALLOW JUNCTION
THIN GRID FINGERS
Ta2O5

VIOLET CELL	 13.5 TO 14% (AMO) NEARING PRODUCTION

2 4-CM
P + BACK
VERY SHALLOW JUNCTION
VERY FINE GRID FINGERS
Ta2O5

COMSAT NON-REFLECTIVE CELL 	 150k (AMO) LABORATORY, NOT
OPTIMIZED

ETCHED, L(.',vV R3 1ECTION SURFACE	 CS-73884
OTHER'V= f ': LIr! 711OLET CELL

Figure 2. Summary of Present High Efficiency Solar Cells
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